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Dear Professor Hanke,
On behalf of the organising committee, I am pleased to invite you to give a talk in our weekly online seminar “Seminario di
Algebra e Geometria”, at the Mathematics Department “Guido Castelnuovo”, SAPIENZA Università di Roma.
Our seminar lasts one hour and is held every Wednesday, from October to June, at 2:00 pm (but we might exceptionally modify
the starting time, especially for speakers living in a time zone different from the Central European time). The online platform used
is Google Meet, and the assigned URL is http://meet.google.com/jjt-toji-skw.
Our policy is to pay the speakers an appearance gross fee of EUR 155,00, which corresponds to about EUR 100,00 after tax. We
would be pleased if you could accept this symbolic acknowledgement of your contribution to our seminar.
Please let us know at your earliest convenience whether you are in the position to accept our invitation, and - if so - which dates
you would find convenient.
You shall find the list of available slots at the following URL https://sites.google.com/mat.uniroma1.it/sag/homepage
which will be constantly updated. Please keep in mind that it would be preferable for us to fill first the free slots chronologically
availables.
In case you can accept our invitation, we inform you that, according to the Italian rules, we will have to publish on the Sapienza
domain, section "Amministrazione trasparente", your honorarium and some information from your CV that are anyway already
available on the web. We also inform you that, according to Italian legislative decree 196/2003-I-III, your collected data will be
treated only for the purpose of the present procedure.
Looking forward to you answer, best regards,
-Simone Diverio & Guido Pezzini
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